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The testimony concerned the receipt in the Laboratory of the blanket from Mrs. Paine's garage, the assassination rifle, homemade paper bag found We néar the rifle and the Shirt Oswald was wearing at the time of the apprehension 7 and subsequent examinations for hairs and fibers, 

_.,....... With regard to the blanket (in which the assassination rifle may have been wrapped) the Commission was interested in knowing how the blanket was folded when received. his was demonstrated through the use of a small piece of paper taken to the hearing and folded in a similar Manner to that which the _ blanket bad been folded, | Ai the time of: the €xantination of the blanket in the Laboratory, a smal] "hump" approximately 10" in length was observed and noted. Inasmuch as the length of this “hump”. approximated the length and size of the 
the paper used in the demonstration, although the “hump* could not definitely be attributed to the sight or to any. other part of the gun. . The blanket algo had’a etal safety pin attached to one end and a short length of twine had been tied to 

Ain ae oe Anny : Knot (very common) and a double bowknot (the type used in tying shoe. laces)... She paper, safety pin and twine were then entered into evidence. A folded paper similar to that introduced into evidence during the testimony is attached.for record. Hoge ee a 
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